Notice Calling for Quotation/Tender

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
J.N. MEDICAL COLLEGE HOSPITAL
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY,
ALIGARH

Dated: 29/12/16

No. Ext 2050/MCH/NAZEER

M/s

Sealed quotations are invited from manufacturers or their authorized dealers for the supply of ERCP Endoscopy Accessories on the terms and conditions mentioned on page no.2. Quotation should reach this office on or before 9/01/2017 by 03:00 P.M.

S. NO. | ITEMS | MAKE: BOSTON SCIENTIFIC U.S.A.
---|---|---
01. | INTERJECT 2.3MM CONTRAST 23G/4MM/240CM NDLE BX5 |
02. | INTERJECT 2.3MM CONTRAST 25G/4MM/240CM NDLE BX5 |
03. | CRE WG 10-12MM/240CM/5.5 F/G |
04. | CRE WG 12-15MM/240CM/5.5 F/G |
05. | CRE WG 15-18MM/240CM/5.5 F/G |
06. | ALLIANCE II INFLATION / LITHO DEVICE |
07. | ALLIANCE II INFLATION SYRINGE BX5 |
08. | MULTIBITE 160CM (BX/5) |
09. | MULTIBITE 240CM (BX/5) |
10. | SENSATION STD OVAL (BX/5) |
11. | Hydra-Jag’ .035/450cm/STR. |
12. | JagWire 0.025” x 450 Straight Tip |
13. | JagWire 0.035” x 450 Straight Tip |
14. | TRUEtome 3.9Ft 20mm |
15. | ULTRATOME XL 3 LUMEN 20MM/SHORT |
16. | MIROKNIFE XL |
17. | TANDEM XL ERCP CANNULA |
18. | EXTRACTOR PRO XL 12-15 MM ABOVE |
19. | EXTRACTOR PRO XL 15-18 MM ABOVE |
20. | BASKET, TRAPEZOID RX 25 X 50 MM 3cm |
21. | RX DILATATION BLN 6MM-4CM/5.8/180 |
22. | RX DILATATION BLN 8MM-2CM/5.8/180 |
23. | RX Locking Device Olympus/Fuji |
24. | ROTATABLE SNARE OVAL 20MM. – BOX 10 |

P.T.O.
3. Cutting/over writing on quotations/tenders will not be accepted.
4. The firm must be registered supplier in any Govt./Semi Govt. or in A.M.U. Aligarh.
5. List of users for the quoted item with contact no. should be provided
   Photocopy of purchase order along with terms and conditions of contract received from any
   Govt/Public sector institution in last 2 years for supply of offered equipment must be enclosed with
   the price bid.
6. Installation and commissioning will be the responsibility of the supplier.
7. After sale service should be provided.
8. The instruments should be rust proof, made from surgical grade stainless steel and should be FDA or
   CE, UL or BIS approved product.
9. The Equipment/Instruments might be called for demo, and approval. It is sole discretion of the
   department to approve or disapprove the quality.
10. User/Technical/Maintenance manuals to be supplied in English.
12. The job description of the hospital technician and company service engineers should be clearly
    spelt out.
13. Comprehensive on site warranty 03 years.

Medical Superintendent
J.N. Medical College Hospital
A.M.U. Aligarh

Medical Superintendent
J.N. Medical College Hospital
A.M.U. ALIGARH